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Suspect has broken into venue by smashing a pane of glass in the front
door and then putting on the security chain, conducted an untidy search
throughout and removed items. Suspect has then left via a rear ground
floor window
Victims front door (in block of flats) appears to be kicked open.
Communal door is intact and locks. No signs of other damage to other
doors in flat.
Victim came home to find a male in her house and the house had been
burgled
Phone call to police by postman who discovered insecure premises.
Officers arrived on scene and all drawers etc had been emptied onto
the floor in each room, door now secured.
by unknown suspect forcing open ground floor front sash window and
entering house, untidy search and property stolen
Appears that property has been entered forcefully smashing a panel
window of the front door in order to gain entry. Occupants belongings
appear to have been rifled through however, it is unknown what is
missing at this stage
Suspect 1 has broken the leaded stain glass window to the right of the
front door.
Victim 1 has left address secure and returned to find suspects have
forced entry through a ground floor side window. A trowel and/or
screwdriver has been used to force the window around the seal.
Nothing taken.
Victim 1 has phoned police stating 3 males breaking into a shop
opposite from where he resides. Shutters were forced open and door of
shop, glass smashed through. Suspect 1 found in possession of
numerous items.
Victim found shed had been broken into after he found out his
neighbour had been burgled. Tools taken from his shed to burgle next
door.
Victim has had two large boxes of clothing stolen from the communal
stairwell.
By unknown suspect(S) breaking into secure cycle room with crowbar
or similiar tool damaging lock and door frame then stealing cycle from
within.
Suspect committed criminal damage inside of victims home. Suspect is
victims ex-girlfriend
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By unknown suspect damaging victims front door by putting glue into
the door lock without consent.
Unknown suspect has put superglue in front door loock
suspect has used a metal pole/end of clothes rail to smash multiple
vehicles causing them to be damaged
By suspect using a long metal pole to break the window of vehicle
whilst it was parked up at location. This was witnessed by informant
who shouted out and suspects ran off
by suspect throwing bottle through bus window showering victim in
glass
Criminal damage caused by a vehicle involved with damage to other
vehicles at the location
By suspect unknown causing criminal damage to the victims motor
vehicle whilst parked outside the venue shown.
Damage to vehicle whilst parked at location overnight.
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By suspect distracting the victim and taking his bank card from an ATM
at the venue and then using card to obtain cash from the victims
account.
Unknown males have taken a pipe bracket from a building exterior wall
and made off
vehicle filled with fuel and driven off the forecourt making no attempt to
pay
unknown suspect made off from petrol station without making any
attempt to pay for fuel
By suspects unknown breaking into building site and taking item
between times on dates given.
Shoplifting by three male suspects.
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By person(s) unknown throwing can of beer through ground floor
window in Communal area, making off without being seen.
By suspect filling vehicle with fuel then driving off without paying for it
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By persons unknown taking front wheel of pedal cycle and making off
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Victim 1 is building a shed in his rear garden when suspect 1 has
walked across the road and shouted at victim
Front door locks have been super glued
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Victim has withdrawn cash from the cash point, distracted by his wife.
Suspect has then grabbed cash from the cash point and made off.
Victim left his bicycle insecure outside his address. When he returned
the bicycle had gone.
Suspects approached victim outside her home address pretending they
were lost and asking for directions using a map and asking for a pen. At
some point during this process her debit card was lifted from her bag.
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by three suspects entering the rear area of Carphone Warehouse and
taking large quantity of mobile phones using force
Victim 2 has returned to his vehicle to discover that the rear door has
been forced and tools taken.
Victim 1 reported that suspects unknown smashed the rear drivers side
quarterlight by method unknown and stole 2 sat navs from vehicle whilst
locked and secured on the road, then made off in direction unknown
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Theft From M/V

Suspect has taken property from a vehicle parked in the street.
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Theft/Taking of M/V

by two suspects stealing the helmet attached to the victim's scooter by
ripping it from the seat at the venue.
unknown person has entered victim 1's vehicle by unknown means and
removed several tools of high value.
Theft of tools and sat nav from an unlocked Van outside victims
address
by victim having his motor bike stolen from the front garden
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Moped stolen from outside of venue
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By unknown suspect (S) removing pedal cycle from venue without
consent of owner.
Theft of cycle locked to cycle rack. No known CCTV
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BALTIC CLOSE

Suspect was seen outside Collier's Wood Tube Station trying to
hacksaw through a bike lock.
Theft of pedal cycle

TANDEM WAY

Victim 1 wishes to report the theft of his pedal cycle. Bike left secured to
wall anchor located within bike shelter at venue. Bike anchor, locks and
bike all stolen,.
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